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Stack-Based Transition Systems

Shift-Reduce Dependency Parsing

◮ Transitions:
◮ Left-Arck :

(σ|i , j |β,A) ⇒ (σ, j |β,A∪{(j , i , k)})
◮ Right-Arck :

(σ|i , j |β,A) ⇒ (σ, i |β,A∪{(i , j , k)})
◮ Shift:

(σ, i |β,A) ⇒ (σ|i , β,A)
◮ Preconditions:

◮ Left-Arck :

¬[i = 0]
¬∃i ′∃k ′[(i ′, i , k ′) ∈ A]

◮ Right-Arck :

¬∃i ′∃k ′[(i ′, j , k ′) ∈ A]
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Stack-Based Transition Systems

Example: Arc-Eager Parsing

[root0]σ [Economic1 news2 had3 little4 effect5 on6 financial7 markets8 .9]β
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Stack-Based Transition Systems

Example: Arc-Eager Parsing

[root0 Economic1 news2 had3]σ [little4 effect5 on6 financial7 markets8 .9]β

pred

sbjnmod

Right-Arcpred
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Stack-Based Transition Systems

Example: Arc-Eager Parsing

[root0 Economic1 news2 had3 little4 effect5 on6 financial7 markets8]σ [.9]β

objpred

sbjnmod nmod nmod
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nmod
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Stack-Based Transition Systems

Example: Arc-Eager Parsing

[root0 Economic1 news2 had3 little4 effect5 on6 financial7 markets8 .9]σ []β

obj

p

pred

sbjnmod nmod nmod

pc

nmod

Right-Arcp
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To sum up:

Add right arc immediately, add further dependents later

Do not remove the dependent of the right arc immediately

Remove it (reduce) once all its right dependents have been determined

Which works best: arc-standard or arc-eager?
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Non-Projective Parsing

Non-Projective Parsing

I So far only projective parsing models
I Non-projective parsing harder even with greedy inference

I Non-projective: n(n − 1) arcs to consider – O(n2)

I Projective: at most 2(n − 1) arcs to consider – O(n)

I Also harder to construct dynamic oracles
I Conjecture: arc-decomposability presupposes projectivity

Recent Advances in Dependency Parsing 40(54)



Non-Projective Parsing

Previous Approaches

I Pseudo-projective parsing [Nivre and Nilsson 2005]

I Preprocess training data, post-process parser output
I Approximate encoding with incomplete coverage
I Relatively high precision but low recall

I Extended arc transitions [Attardi 2006]

I Transitions that add arcs between non-adjacent subtrees
I Upper bound on arc degree (limited to local relations)
I Exact dynamic programming algorithm [Cohen et al. 2011]

I List-based algorithms [Covington 2001, Nivre 2007]

I Consider all word pairs instead of adjacent subtrees
I Increases parsing complexity (and training time)
I Improved accuracy and efficiency by adding “projective

transitions” [Choi and Palmer 2011]
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Non-Projective Parsing

Novel Approaches

I Online reordering [Nivre 2009, Nivre et al. 2009]:
I Reorder words during parsing to make tree projective
I Add a special transition for swapping adjacent words
I Quadratic time in the worst case but linear in the best case

I Multiplanar parsing [Gómez-Rodŕıguez and Nivre 2010]:
I Factor dependency trees into k planes without crossing arcs
I Use k stacks to parse each plane separately
I Linear time parsing with constant k
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Non-Projective Parsing

Projectivity and Word Order

I Projectivity is a property of a dependency tree only in relation
to a particular word order

I Words can always be reordered to make the tree projective
I Given a dependency tree T = (V ,A, <), let the projective

order <p be the order defined by an inorder traversal of T with
respect to < [Veselá et al. 2004]

ROOT A hearing is scheduled on the issue today .
ROOT det noun verb verb prep det noun adv .

0 1 2 6 7 3 4 5 8 9

root

det aux

nsubj

prep

pobj

det

tmod

p
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Non-Projective Parsing

Transition System for Online Reordering

Configuration: (S ,B,A) [S = Stack, B = Buffer, A = Arcs]

Initial: ([ ], [0, 1, . . . , n], { })
Terminal: ([0], [ ],A)

Shift: (S , i |B,A) ⇒ (S |i ,B,A)

Right-Arc(k): (S |i |j ,B,A) ⇒ (S |i ,B,A ∪ {(i , j , k)})
Left-Arc(k): (S |i |j ,B,A) ⇒ (S |j ,B,A ∪ {(j , i , k)}) i 6= 0

Swap: (S |i |j ,B,A) ⇒ (S |j , i |B,A) 0 < i < j

I Transition-based parsing with two interleaved processes:

1. Sort words into projective order <p

2. Build tree T by connecting adjacent subtrees

I T is projective with respect to <p but not (necessarily) <
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Non-Projective Parsing

Example Transition Sequence

[ ]S [ROOT, A, hearing, is, scheduled, on, the, issue, today, .]B

ROOT A hearing is scheduled on the issue today .
ROOT det noun verb verb prep det noun adv .
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Non-Projective Parsing
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Example Transition Sequence
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ROOT A hearing is scheduled on the issue today .
ROOT det noun verb verb prep det noun adv .
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Summary:

Different parsing strategy: Arc-eager parsing

Non-projective parsing: Online reordering

Next week:

Dynamic oracle: learn from errors at train time
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